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 A campaign to reconstruct  vertical drift Cold-box  raw data has been organized within the DUNE production group,  

and raw data processing started this week

 Processing steps: data preparation, signal processing, hits reconstruction, tracks reconstruction with Pandora.

The setting up and validation of each of these steps are the result of the work of several people since

November (see presentations given at the Cold-box analysis meetings and Far Detector sim-reco meetings).

 Before moving to the systematic reconstructions of all data collected in November /December 2021, a pre-

production test has been organized. The short term goal of this pre-production is to check the stability of the code 

and the physical results. Two possibilities:

1) everything is fine   all raw data are reconstructed with the same software version

2) improvements are needed  once a new code version is finalized, a new production test is organized (same

data samples)

 On a longer time scale, the goal is to put in place a keep-up production of Cold-box data for the next data taking 

campaigns foreseen in 2022, so that raw data can be reconstructed as soon as they become available

 dunesw version v09_44_00_02

 vdcoldbox_raw_tdedataprep_reco.fcl

Organization of Cold-box raw data reconstruction
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Pre-production: data sample description and reconstruction results availability

 2 data sample have been selected,

run 419 and  run 455 (TDE)  ~95k events  in 900 data files

 run 419 processing already finished (jobs run smoothly),  data management team is taking care on moving 

output file on tape

 SAM definition of the production output: vd_coldbox_top_runset_429_reco_v0

 run 455 is being processed now; once finished the SAM definition of production output will be 

vd_coldbox_top_runset_455_reco_v0 

 Distributions of memory footprint and CPU usage will be prepared on the full data sample (run 419+455)

Metadata of reconstructed

files already validated with

the data management team.

Output file size ~1.5 GB
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Event dump



Next steps 

 This is a first pre-production test. It is now necessary that the analysis group checks reconstruction results  and 

provides a feedback during the analysis meeting on Friday afternoon. 

(check for bugs, check results: do they make sense? All data products are present? There is something

missing? )

 I think it would also be important to define a set of “standard” distributions , to be  used to check and validate 

any future software development of Cold-box raw data reconstruction

 Can we fix a deadline on March 25th?  (two weeks from now)

 Once feedback is provided, we can move on, as detailed in slide 2

 Production has started with TDE data, but of course BDE data can be processed as well, following the same 

scheme (a pre-production test followed by  the reconstruction of the full data sample) 
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